RTNC Show
Conmsents :oat report. I
all five
executise As.to hted student Council
slates will to broadcast in the halfhour "Candidates ill lemfilet," show
presented to the Raelhe-Televisielll
News Center IRTNt
tonight at
7:311 on KSJS, 90.7 FM.
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Polls Open Today for Special A.S. Election
A.S. Elections Today;
Debate Hot and Heavy

Presidential candidates Bill Langan
OXFORD UNION DEBATE A.S.
(front), James Edwards and Jim McMasters debated Monday the issues
surrounding today’s executive election.

Solitske To Quit as Chief Justice
After New A.S. Officers Elected
Lew Solitske, chief justice of the
Associated Students A.S.) Judiciary,
has resigned after nearly two years as
chief justice, "to be effective upon the
swearing in of the newly elected executive officers."
The move by Solitske was not so surprising since he had stepped down in
the first Judiciary meeting this year
but was re-appointed by the other
members. He said at the time that he
would accept the appointment, but with
regret.
In his letter informing AS. President
Bill Langan, Student Council and the
Judiciary. Solitske wrote, "My memories are not completely pleasant.
There were many stormy and difficult
times. However, all things considered,
ray association with Judiciary has been
a very fulfilling experience .
Solitske did indeed sit on some heavy
sessions of the Judiciary. Last spring
he chaired the meeting that disqualified
the "Good Guys ticket," though the

Council Meeting Set
Allocations on Agenda
For Fair, Mack Week
’mined
Associated Sdutents
will meet today at 3:30 I, ;,1 Us council chambers on the third level of the
College Union.
Items on the agenda include a proposed allocation of $6,286 for a Survival Fair Fcb. 16 through 21. The
event will feature well-known experts
on ecological problents, films and pliys.
Allocations for Black Culture Week,
Nov. 14 through 25, will also be discussed.

decision was later overturned.
He came under fire then and later
from Jim McMasters, presidential hopeful, for allegedly being biased in the
case.
Solitske and the Judiciary also ruled
against the contention of McMasters
that he and his "Good Guys" should be
elevated to the winner’s slot after the
ARM ticket headed by Dave Aikman
dropped out of the runoff race.
The Judiciary called for a special
election, open to anyone. This is the
same election that will take place
today and tomorrow. McMasters appealed that decision, but it was held
up, in essence.
Of the criticism that he received
while in office. Solitske says he bears
no grudge and wishes them no ill will,
for the criticism was "part of my job."

President’s Message
Today and tomorrow students at
San Jose State College will have the
privilege and
in my judgment, the
obligation of voting in a
special
election. Student government, both
nationally and in the California State
College system, has increased in importance as it has directed its attention Ili WOWS of relevance to students, and a strong, viable and responsive government requires an eleetorate which is concerned and
active. We all know how important
it is to demonstrate that student
government is meaningful and responsible at San Jos,. State, Mid I
strongly urge all students to vote in
this election.
Hobert W. Burns
Acting President, SJS

By JIM DM:Kr:ARIAN
Daily Political Writer
It will be election day at SJS today
and tomorrow with five voting booths
open in hopes to settle the election
hassle of this and last semester.
There will be booths in front of the
old science building and the old bookstore from 8:30 am. to 2:30 p.m. A
seventh Street poll in front of the
cafeteria will be open from 8:30 a.m.
to 7:30 p.m., as well as the one at the
College Union.
A dining commons booth will be
open from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. All
times and place will hold true for today and tomorrow. The Election Board
will make no announcement until
Thursday night.
The final function prior to election
was the Oxford Union debate held
Monday. It was hot, heavy and provided its share of excitement.
EXCITEMENT
All candidates used their allotted
eight minutes to present the issues
and their platforms. However, the
presentations did not
lack
excitement.
"Everyone has taken on this pseudoliberal attitude, but not for the benefit of the people, but for political reasons," James Edwards commented.
Surprising many, he attacked the
Vietnam Moratorium, saying there
were too many phonies involved in it
because it has become a fad to become
involved in the war and minority issues.
Not exactly highlighting Edwards’
speech and others was a supposed student on stage with the candidates who
used the piano there as a piece of acrobatic machinery.
Apparently while crawling over the
piano, he damaged one of the pedals.
It was later fixed, and according to
Hai Weiner, College Union Programs
Board member, the state college police
have his description, though no one
seems to know the man.
Jim McMasters was next to speak.
Speaking rather quietly and slowly, he
said SJS needs honesty in government.
He then attacked the Election Board’s
decision concerning the eligibility of
Jeff Potts to run on the Langan ticket.
In commenting on a flier being handed to students by his ex-running-mate
Bob Kelley, McMasters called it a lie.
saying he is a registered Democrat,
not a Republican. He also said that
Steve Brennan is not a Mormon, and
Frank Haber is not a Young Americans
for Freedom member.
’CHANGE NEEDED’
Paul Cammer agreed with his predecessors that a change is needed. He
told the group that his ticket is not in
politics "because we don’t like it."
Unlike the others before him and
those following, Cammer laid his programs on the line. He wants a consumer’s advisory panel to investigate
rent, cleaning deposits and the lack
OF their return to be published for the

students and to be is)stust to the Bette!
Business Bureau.
He also wants a general education
course concerning air and water pollution.
But Cammer’s trump card was his
call for the temporary suspension of intercollegiate athletics.
"I’m only using athletics as a tool,"
he said. He said this is the only way
to educate the state’s people in attempts to sway the gubernatorial votes
in 1970 to defeat Reagan.
Langan warned the students against
Senate, Bill 19 and Title 5, saying the
legislature and the ttu.stees are interferring in student government anct that
this must be changed.
"We’re all fourth class citizens," he
said concerning the trustees. He commented that if SJS can educate those
outside the college of S.TS’ problems
that perhaps the trustees would not be
such a problem.
Noreen Futter called student government a joke and a farce. She says instead of the present system, a 50 man force from each academic department, subject to votes of confidence at any tune would be better.
She also wants referendums on any
A.S. program.
WRITE-IN
The one write-in candidate
to
speak, Jack Tinsley, had five priorities. 1) institution of a beer garden
in the College Union, 21 investigation
of the bookstore prices, 31 extension
of EOP for "anyone in need," 4) investigation of student housing and 5)
establishment of an international center.
In the question and answer session.
it seemed the only persons questioned
were McMasters and Edwards.
McMasters once again denied he received any money from Globe printing
last or this semester. Bob Kelley asked
why there is no minority student on
McMasters’ slate. He answered that he
does not believe in tokenism.
Edwards answered an EOP priorities
question saying the Chicanos should receive as much money as they need to
finance it, as long as their funds do
not infringe on the Black EOP program.

COLORFUL ARGUMENTATION characterized debating in the College
Union Ballroom Monday. Noreen Futter gesticulates at a questioner from
the audience. Write-in candidate Jack Tinsley and Paul Cammer of "The
Brothers Carry’em Off" listen.

Potts’ Candidacy Approved
The candidacy of "Pace Setters’"
presidential hopeful Jeff Potts

vice

survived a nerve-fraying four and onehalf hour examination by the Associated Students’ (A.S.) Election Board
Friday.
The board spent most of the session
in seclusion, debating Potts fate. The
number two man on the Bill Langan
ticket, Potts was in question since he
is a lower division student and the A.S.
Constitution stipulates that executive
officers must be upper division students
for at least half of their term.
Potts presented evidence that he can
accumulate the necessary 291.2 units
by Feb. 20, The Board, however, was
debating the propriety of such a
candidacy.
Their final unanimous decision laid
down strict limits as to how close a
candidate must be to upper division
status. It specifically excluded the
present election since including it
would he, according to Election Board

Chairman
facto law.

Bruce

Wallisch,

ex

post

Wallisch explained that with the
decision a precedent had been set for
future elections, but that Potts was
unaffected.
Following the decision. Langan said,
"We went through all the proper
channels and wouldn’t have entered if
we didn’t think it was legal. The board
today justified our original decision."

Peace March
Set Tomorrow
A three day, 50-mile peace march
from San Jose to San Francisco leaves
tomorrow front the corner of Seventh
and San Carlos at 9 am. Overnight
stops will be made first in Palo Alto
and then in Daly City on Friday.
For further information call Prof.
Clark Akatiff, extension 2936,

Tinsley, Bojorquez

Pair Announce Write-In Slates
Two writ -in possibilities have announced their candidacies for the A.S.
elections which begin today.
Advocating "student government by
the students and for the students,"
Jack Tinsley. senior journalism major,
told students in an Oxford Union Debate Monday, that this appeal is to

Garbo Movie Slated
Greta Garbo will star in today’s
classic film series in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 3:30 and 7 p.m.
"Queen C’hristina" is the featured
flick for the series, which is sponsored
by the College Union Program Board.
Garbo is said to have achieved her
most "eloquent performance" in this
film. Admission is flee to SJS students.

each individual student and this is why
his slate chose to be a write-in.
Tinsley, A.S. presidential candidate,
is running along with Nancy Randall,
vice-presidential candidate and Joe Wu,
treasurer candidate.
Among those platform policies the
Tinsley slate advocates the establishment of a "Beer Garden" in the new
$5 million College, Union, Money given
to the FOP ’Educational Opportunity
Program at SJS should he available
to "All" students in need, Tinsley feels.
Other programs include a complete
investigation into the approved housing,
and initiation of a fund to create an
"International Center."

and Retention Committee and the
Steering Committee of the SJS Philosophy Department. in 1968.

Arnold Bojorquez. a Chicano sophomore write-in candidate for Academic
Cuubcil, was a member of the Tenure

Martinez was the fifth candidate on
the ballot and no candidates were allowed to move up.

Hojorquez, a San Jose City College
transfer, objects to the second class
citizenship shown the Chicanos on this
campus.
"We have no power, no real political
say-so on this campus," he said.
The 21 -year-old English major and
associate coordinator of the College
Commentment Program ’C(’P) In the
FOP replaces the Chicano candidate,
Jose Martinez, as a write-in because
Martinez was ruled ineligible by the
A.S. Election Board last Thursday due
to a below 2.0 CPA.

LESS THAN EXPECTEDA much smaller number than
expected participated in the Vietnam peace march held
last Saturday in San Jose. Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) leaders had previously said that as many
as 5,000 were expected to march but the crowd actually
numbered around 300. The rally began at I I a.m, with
music provided by a local band. Three speakers talked

to those gathered until I p.m. when the march began.
Police blocked off streets as the marchers walked twoand -a-half miles to a parking lot behind San Jose City
Hall. There the tired marchers listened to more speakers
and music. Following the rally, the streets were lined
with hitch-hikers attempting to return to campus.

Thrust and Parry
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Editorial

Big Brother Watching
Do SiS students feel their .A.S. government is relevant? Do they see the
need for ehange in it and change initiatetl by it? N% here should priorities for
student government in California state
colleges really lie?
, few genuinely interested voters
ill cast ballots today using these questions. among other-. to ev ablate the
potential earl candidate holds for filling these gaping holes of need.
Others %sill vote. in arrordance %kith
a pattern developed throughout their
education. " kt student hotly election
tittle. you vote." Color and waviness of
hair. sparkling. sexy eyes and lllll tierous other relevant criteria will be employed in marking ballots.
A liberal estimate sets at 5,000
(roughly 20 per cent) the number of
Ole r- Who is ill exereise their franchise in this election. I nless considerably more intellectual and practical
intere-t in the future of Si ti exists than
is su-pecteirl. 5.000 will dictate the
political destiny of 23.000. And of

those 5.000, probably half will be
exerci,ing a ronsciou, issue-based vote.
This is a deplorable situation., at
best, and hopefully vve is ill stand corrected.
The Associated Students may actually be concerned abs slit the crisis in the
EOP tirograms. the worth of Nevs College. Experimental Collegt.. athletics,
tuititin. College I nion serv ices. such
facts of life as parking and housing ...
but we’ll never knovs unless their vote
tells us.
If we do find out that they don’t
rare. there is a tightly knit body of
individuals based in Los Angeles who
are coneernedthe California State
College Board of Trustees. They are
watching this SjS election hawkishly,
ready arid waiting to dive tts the aid of
the apathetic who communicate unhappiness with the situation by not voting.
Consider future SJS government
"Hy the Trustees. of the Trustees, and
for the Trustees."!
.LB.

Guest Room

13 FACT FINDER
FERDINAND FIOFORI.
In a couple of weeks. it will be Thank -giving. There is Ito 101110 al I ii that
some of you lease been invited to dintout and perhaps has, also !pipit demanded
to make after-dinner spei-clic,.
An? speaker worth hi, i-alt can make
sure the guests forget about their afterdinner nap.
It is not imii-tial to see soune speech
makers look a, if the?se hall mulch vino
when tlieir speeches "beat around the
bush- and become incoherent and incompre-Imo-Mk.
It i- not unusual, either, to see part of
the audience nodding off and some esttv
its! .-’sit.
takiii
In di, -"rialized world today, a lot of
importani e is ’dared 1111 deft after-dinner
speaking. It eau make or break an up-andcoming licr-onalit?.
Stiffly 11,11,11.is ho do talking for their
supper . . los that I Ilif.:111 illose known
as good .peerb makers and ,0 :ire always
ill% if tii to dinner, . . . siemetinics hint of
difficulties . . . insolsed in making
a specch.
st eloquent speak(hie of %merle-it’s
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ers, Harry Emerson Fosdick, once said it
limit him 10 hours to prepare a 10 ’Mimic
speech.
The way you speak can gvve a clue to
?our character. Scientists believe that a
person who smacks his lips before beginning a sentence really enjoys talking.
He probal sl? enjoys the meal before it,
too.
’flit-re is some form of narcissism in
talking, tots those who like it hot, and
love hearing their own soires.
playssright and former
Arthur \\ at
president of the British Film producers’
Association, said: "1 suffer front no form
of stage nerves. I am not allergic to the
sound of my own voice. I am very happy
speaking in front of an audience. And
the larger the audience, the better I like
sifortunately some people who stain.
slur badly always feel they sl Id not be
called upon to inake speeches_
r
Bitt il should be known that sti
ing is not a complete disability. Churchill,
apart from his slight stammer, was known
as an eloquent speaker.
Of course there is always the person
who, as soon as he opens Isis mouth, puts
Isis foot in it, or others whose speeches
are winding, boring and long.
One medical specialist, William Alexander, once fell into this speaker’s trap.
During one of his speeches, a man got up
and made for the door. "I say," called Alexander, "where are you going?"
"To get a shave," replied the man.
"You should have had one before you
l’atIll hi: said the doctor, crossly.
"I slit I the man snapped hack.
Sometimes an after-dinner speech elegem-rates into a slanging match. This is
some
-s $o when two fierce political
opponents attend the same function and
one of them is asked to make a speech.
Neff long ;ego, it happened that one poli
tician who was famous for the number of
dinners he attended and the frequency of
his speeches. was halfway through his
speech when his professional enemy could
not stand any more.
Its. turned to fellow- guests ;laid said !midi?: "There he goes again. The 111111141111
slifVeh
j11,1 Ilr01) in one of
?our si
rs and he throws up a ppeechl...
ithmit pausing, the speaker retorted:
"Yes, and if yem drop in one of your
speeches., the giiests throw sip their IIIII1111t.fs.-.

Commission report finds SST to be ’a white elephant, too
expensive, and too loud.’News Item

It must be admitted that the new College
Union looks as though it cost fully the reputed $4.5 million. This. I fear, is its chief
architectural merit. I cannot pretend to expertise, but even I can plainly see that such concepts as grace, simplicity, and efficiency are
neglected. Approaching from the outside, one
is immediately struck, or thunderstruck, by
the resemblance to the parking garage, a most
novel paradigm. Moving through its portals,
shrouded in grim caverns, one observes that
by a cleverand, I am sure, most modern trick of construction, the ratio of floor-space
to volume has been reduced to a remarkably
low level. Doubtless the intention of simply
Leaving out large sections of the floor is to
create a sense of space, an airiness, but the
ponderous buttresses and palisades give more
the effect of sitting under a bridge.
On this limited floor space we find scattered
chairs and tables. Presumably the Union was
built to serve the student body, that groat
amorphous populace about which so little is
known, save that it numbers something in
excess of 20,000. The comparison of that number to the facilities of the Union gives one
pause. Between this disturbing prospect and
the grotesque and weighty architecture the
motif is clearly Early Subway-Station. Truly
this is San Jose State’s greatest architectural
triumph since Centennial Hall,

Guest Room

Ford McCormack
A8523

Employee Views Steel Strike
By MARTHA C. CLAUDIO
Emplovee. Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel
It was with the greatest sorrow that I
watchtkd the reactionary activities of the
student groups at the Pittsburgh -Des
Moines plant: sorrow and disappointment
in secing this generation, the free-thinking
independent generation, the real hope of
our nation, so easily led by the same old
rabble-rousing techniques that have been
used for the last 50 years to lead us into
war sifter another. All it took was onus
sweatshop
inflammatory letter in
wages where the disparity is about 15
cents to 20 cents and normal for the end
of a contract period: that raised the ugly
issue of racism where only one of the
Brothers is currently employed there: and
implying that smut- great battle for the
cause of lalsor vs-as be-ing fought when it is
in fact a seitall local issue being handled
under the accepted procedures of the collective bargaining process.
The purpose of the name-calling and
face-making efforts seemed to be to encourage all the employees to quit. This
ignores; the fact that sales crews, engineers. and administrative personnei cannot be unionized, and few unions are interested in organizing working wives who
constitute most of the clerical staff, so
these einployees have neither the obligations nor the protections afforded by a
collectivi bargaining unit.
Even 1111101114 unions themselves the question of Iv Inch group or groups should support which other groups in what actions
is
- which has to be resolved by labor
councils in order to avoid chaos and the
paralysis that could result from unguided
sympathetic actions.
Witness for example the fart that when
PDM warehousemen struck recently, their
picket line was not honored by the steelworkers now on strike. Or imagine as a
further example that after the present issues are resolved, the clerical workers deride that union representation ought be a
good idea. They affiliate themselves with
an setive local and approach the conipany
to request recognition. This is denied and
a picket line is immediately thrown up.
Would anyone dare suggest that the steelworkers, after two or three or f
months of unemployment, turn around
and go out again, possibly for another
four months, in support of these 20 or 30
clerks?
Examining the problem on a somewhat
larger scale, it should he borne in mind
that wages are established first and foremost by market eonditions, and only in a
secondary way by bargaining agreements.
On Ilse time-honored principle that "you
get what suit pay for:’ no employer can
expici to hire
petent workers unless
lie is %tilling to pay the going rate for such
orkers, Iii those situations where one of
the giant 11111 .... is able to force wages up
beyond competitive levels, the result is in
effect meaningless since prices of all coinmodifies are eventually forced sip to offset
the increased enNils of materials and production resoling; from the wage increase.

If the wages paid by PDM were so far below the going rate, the trained, experienced men who work there would cerd to work there.
tainly not have cone
Their union contract merely enjoins the
company to pay according to a certain
scale: it does not bind the workers to stay
on if they do not so choose.
It is often said that young people see
only black and white. It might also be
said that the older generations see only
white and black. It seems that the only
people who can see and evaluate the greys
are the people who take the trouble to
learn all the facts and do something constructive about the problems -- drug crisis workers, teachers and Vista workers in
ghetto areas all those who seem to be
so busy working that they don’t get their
names in the paper. The situation at PDM
is small enough and close enough that it
could afford an excellent opportunity for
these young people to get in and really
study the situation, learn the facts, evaluate the grey areas. and get some practical
experience in the democratic process.
Some of the grey areas very much in
need of exploration are questions such as:
why did the union’s representative, in his
initial contact with the company, state
that he wasn’t really interested in talking
until the strike in Pittsburgh. Pa.. was settled: did the union leadership inform the
men prior to their strike vote that this
was to be the local’s position; and if so,
were the men fully aware of the length of
time that such a settlement could take.
Have the rank and file been presented
with the company’s offers exactly as written (not rehashed or "summarized- in any
way) and given an opportunity to accept,
reject, or suggest changes themselves, or
must they rely entirely on their leaders
for this work; and if so, are they kept fully
informed of all negotiations. What are the
effective limits of authority of the company officials responsible for these negotiations; how much authority must conic
from the Isome office: and to what extent
will the company be bound or influenced
by settlement at Pittsburgh. If it turns out
that both union and company feel it would
he advantageous to bold up negotiations
until Pittsburgh settles, could a temporary
arrangement be worked out that would
keep the men working in the meantime.
On the other hand, the efforts of the local to direct potential and present strikebreakers to other jobs is an excellent way
of effectuating the strike. Interested students could assist in the preparation of
leaflets describing the situation and directing these people to the referral service:
Bandied in a positive way like a good advertising campaign, this could probably
empty the shop in a matter of days. Students could assist in ram as-sing the area
for jolts and in keeping records of the referrals. -They could offer free babysitting
service for those union a ises who wanted
to work during the crisk. None of this is
as exciting as a confrontation with the
Blue Meanies. and it does take some organization and coordinated effort, hut this
is, after all, how a tleunicracy works.

Tenpin Chorale
Editor:
Thursday night a rare evening of superb
music was provided by the Romanian Chorale.
Their perfectly controlled pianissimos had to
be heard to be believed. Unfortunately, during
these passages, we in the audience could hear
the bowling from downstairs. This was the
only fault in the entire evening. Nothing is
more annoying than getting to a beautiful
soft passage in the music and then hearing
a strike in the background.
The bowlers certainly have a right to bowl.
I am just wondering if somebody slipped up
and left some doors open between the bowling
alley and the Loma Prieta Room. If nothing
can be done to seal off all the bowling noise,
then the Loma Prieta Room is not the place
for a concert. It might be wise to continue
this excellent series somewhere else, like
Morris Dailey or Concer Hall.
John Dahlquist
A2465

Three Seale ’Errors’
Editor:
I disagree with the tone and gist of the
comment on Scale’s trial behavior and predicament (Spartan Daily, Nov. 41. You have
grossly violated a rational journalistic approach. I realize the Spartan Daily can’t be
compared with the New York Times in accuracy. I think there are perhaps three important errors in this Seale editorial:
1. The Political Error: A. The majority
(purposely understated) decisions of the
Supreme Court have not as yet defined "free
speech" rights in state court proceedings as
being unbounded or limitless. This means that
there are significantly more restrictions to the
notion of free speech than a simple prohibition
on shouting "fire" in a crowded enclosure such
as a theater. I suggest doing some research
on the status of free speech in state courts
via a vis the latest constitutional definition of
the issue by the members of the Supreme
Court . . . William 0. Douglas nothwithstanding. B. Hurling epithets at the judge (Scale’s
action) could not possibly alter court definitions of free speech discretion by state court
judges in Illinois. I suggest researching the
proper institution in Illinois, and then publishing the procedure for change and perhaps
sending the article to Scale’s attorney.
2. The Psychological Error: Seale could only
rationally be seeking publicity by his behavior.
Seale would be irrational to expect to increase
his chances at getting a fair trial by his
erratic and grandiose behavior. Scale’s anger
and grandiosity stems from the irrational
sentence he must be uttering. Scale’s hang-up
probably is: "Gee, I’m Black and isn’t it
awful. Gosh, wouldn’t it be terrible if I wasn’t
set free. Golly, I had better make a big ass
of myself so I will be sure to at least get some
publicity and a possible martyr’s benefit." I
suggest you newsmen take a look at a few
psychological studies on the inter-action among
reciprocally hostile individuals--Seale’s "must
have" on being found "not guilty" will result
in his defeat.
3. The Educational Error: The educational
error is the simple cumulative fact that your
editorial shows no scholarship in political
science or constitutional law, nor psychology.
I suggest that the Spartan Daily reporters
make use of the educational facilities at SJS
oil occasion pre-csi tori a
I support all non -neurotic or non -self-defeating Black-equality action.

raid Dawson
A18220

Bahl Club To Honor
Baha’u’llah’s Birthday
The Baha’i Club of SJS obthe 152nd birthday of
Baha’u’llah, prophet -founder of
serves

the &Thal faith, today in the
College Union’s Costanoan Room.
The celebrations will be held
between 3 and 5 p.m.
In addition to an open discussion and refreshments, the club
will present speakers Elloy Anylo, Vern Allie and Ed Young.
Theme of this year’s observance
is "Baha’u’llah
His Challenge
to Youth."
According to Kathi Border,
president of the SJS Baha’i Club.
Baha’u’llah, self-proclaimed bearer of God’s word, "gave his generation and succeeding genetations, particularly the youth, a

challenge

to

use

the

Aussie Talk
Positions Open
About China A.S. Council
On Nov. 18

divine

standards he brought to transform the world into a new civilization.

Australian couple who
An
were in Red China during the
revolution will relate
,ultural
their experiences to several SJS
classes on Nov. IS.
Mr. and Mrs. Neale Hunter
taught at the Foreign Language
Center in Shanghai in 1965-641.
The Hunters will speak to several
lasses and, probably, a general
assembly under the co-sponsorship of the Experimental College
:aid the Campus Christian Center
The Hunters’ sehedule will he
announced later in the week. The
to which they will speak.
11.-,..ver, will be open to all
st udents.
Many of the pair’s students at
I he Foreign Language Center
were member of the Red Guard.
After their return to the United
States, the Hunters wrote three
books on Red China.
According to Experimental College official Bill Hutchison, who is
scheduling the Hunters’ engagements, the chances are good that
they will also speak to an open
assembly, probably in the College
Union.

"Baha’u’llah, challenges youth
to dedicate their lives

to

the

service of God to bring about
world unity, woild order, world
peace." she explained.
Miss Border added, "Today,
youth need not choose between
reason and faith. Baha’u’llah has
eliminated the barriers that have
set science and religion into
armed camps. Both are a gift of
God, and when they support and
strengthen each other, men can
soar to great heights. Youth are
challenged to be spiritual pioneers and to conquer the city
of the human heart."

HAMBURPERS

110I1 101 SPELL 17. WE STILL SERVE
THE MOST DELIC101 S AND SAT/S/14W; 11.4.11.4.\l) .4T THE BEST PRICE FOR VOL
BURGERS
RP! )
TOO 1

.11.41 /

’
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ilowe

40

HAMBI 10:1,11

Two graduate representatnes
and one upper division representative are needed to round out
this year’s Associated Students
AS Student Council.
the HeeAnother memt!or
seeded. action Board is
1..1
r.I,, It.1...
rr
.
...

committee chairman.
Interested students sh..uld see
Miss Schnitzer for an interview
from II a.m. to mem daily, from
2:31) to 5 on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, mad 3:30 to 5
I
Nu11110 seletlaull

WE RENT TELEVISION

t1w

stereo

Immediate Deliery

4ction 7e1ee141on
1850 W. San Carlos

292-3457

GOOIOC/.

1)1 11.1,(1 11)N NI 1.1)1.1)? I/11 II

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Special Student Rental Rates
IMO11111

Manual
1.:14-c. Portable

I 2 ;11

Can jaise 7gpaepiter Co.
?93 6383

65

388 E. SANTA CLARA

Dell, Photo b

.

is celeiraling

By CRAB: EVAN
Daily Campus Life Editor
Ever wonder

For reservations
Phone 292-1266
amonalilm

tIm..wwwwn.makt

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

Sigma Chi and Alpha Phi
Winners of Sauna Pack-In

its silver anniversary

Elegant atmosphere and gracious service have
long been the features responsible for the success of’ this fine San Jose restaurant. Make reservations non’ for an enjoyable evening that spans
twenty-live years of (lining pleasure.

B

SAUNA BATH PACK-IN ... human sardines

Usiivegweimpemieswimignimaimposagemagswifissaeogaw

1401 South First
at Alma

AN DA MT I

November 12

Wednetsd.

how a

sardine

feels?
Try packing 52 people into a
six foot square sauna bath.
This

is

exactly

what

Sigma

Chi fraternitity and Alpha Phi
sorority did Sunday afternoon on
the ROTC field, topping their
challengers, Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity, sponsors Of the event.
and Alpha Chi Omega sorority,
by two in the world’s first sauna

ginning to wonder wonder how
they were going to get out.
Just because your head was
crushed to the floor since someone was standing on it while
another wise guy was trying to
tickle you was no reason to get
excited.
After the required five seconds
elapsed, the doors burst open and
the slightly mauled Greeks staggered out gasping for air and
smiling- not too much worse for
the wear, but agreeing that it
can get awfully tight with 52
people in a sauna bath.

ACAPULCO GOLD
is not the "noxious weed" but the supreme
Mexican cuisine found only in Mexico and
at Tico’s, San Jose.

4th and St. James

Phone Orders 297-8421

bath packing contest.
Just after one o’clock. after a 10
couple of practice sessions, tIi.
two sides lined up before the
open doors of the small cubicles!
while television, news and amad
teur cameras clicked and whirml. !
At the signal from John II!
tencourt, KLIV announcer, Hs!
two lines of male and fenrtir
bodies poured into the sauna,
with
an
accompaniment
of
shrieks, moans and giggles until
in a little more than a minute
the last person in each line disappeared and closed the door.
Meanwhile, bystanders basking
in the warm sun, scratched their
heads and wondered how that
many people could fit into such a
small space.
The participants, too, were be-

SI Resistance
Slates Vietnam
Protest Today
The San Jose Resistance will
attempt to enter the office of
the Selective Service System in
Jose today and read the
names of local men who lime
died in the Vietnam War.
San

Charge into the action
this fall in Al
CHARGER’, FLARES.
This slim, dressy slack
with the wide bottoms

comes in a variety of
colors in solids and
patterns. $10.00
to $11.00

Members of the Resistance will
also present a coffin contaimm,
a black cross bear in the nam,.
of these men to the clerks.
Today is the laud day of picketing which the Resistanee ha,
been doing since Monday. Eaeh
clay the picketers have read the
names of California war dead. beginning at 9 a.m.

111401;1EM:
RI

CHARGER’
FLARES

YOU HAVE TO GIVE
A COPY OF YOUR
REPORT OR PAPER
TO EACH MEMBER
OF YOUR CLASS

SOLl rflON:
We will XEROX copy
your report for 3c
or less Collated
and stapled free

IRAs... umr a

uthai,,.4)

.",,7771i

A
This ad good for 3 free copies §
e..
../..:6:07C0-1../2411:60000060:44.\

An empty phrase?
NOa challenge to YOLTI
Our Federal government "by the people"
needs your help to:
Solve the problems of the cities
Eliminate air and water pollution
Improve the education of our people
Reduce crime and its causes
Assure the reliability of foods and drugs
Maintain our Nation’s defenses
Conserve our natural resources
Improve safety standards on our highways and airways
Establish full equality for all Americans
Get The Fail.: C01111:111

l’elleral

)41111’11:ill’rer Ilanning

Recruiters I roil,

gelleles

itiil1)1,114.111.111 Centel’
toll I .11111)11.,

iN EN1111.:1t 17-21. 10(0)
1 VI 1., :111.1.EGI
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Poloists Meet Cal
In Home Finale

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

!allows tangle with 1., I :elite’.
tonight at 730 in Spartan pool in
their last home engagement.
I
1 to cancel an important
last
Saturday
against
: \ due to scheduling probthe Spartans are coming Off
laj layoff since they whipped
I’s’-Santa Barbara 5-4 Nov. 1.
Bill Gerdts, with 45 goals to his

I ’2

Answers Your Questions
About:
Salaries
lob Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirements

1.,C111,

lead the
h.. Hears,

,s :II

-

JET CHARTERS
for CHRISTMAS

Train on IBM 360 Computer

CALL 00e 286-9622
r- *C... and Cauciaa
Mall

NEW YORK
ROUND TRIP

LONDON
ROUND TRIP

$139

$249

Leave Dec. 19 -Return Jan. 3

Melo

For
sto

students,

ployees

and

faculty,

em-

their families.

LIMITED SEATS.
tea

PIM

SUMMER CHARTERS
to EUROPE
from $179 one way
19 dates to choose from

Last School Goa tompatail

L,.

Of visit

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
for applications, contact
Prof. David Mage at
293-1033 Of

I454. Son Jos,. 95112
Educational Affiliata of

25 N
An

CONTROL DATA

T-M TRAVEL AGENCY
60 N FIRST ST., S.J., CALIF. 95113

CORPORATION

3c XEROX COPIESNO MINIMUM
Satisfaction guaranteed

FREE

Collating

7 colors PLUS

paper available at no
bond paper for
extra cost. 100% Rag
sheet extra.
thesis at 1¢ per
ERROR FREE TYPING SERVICE on our new IBM MT/ST typewriter for all your typing needs thesis, term papers, resumes.
legal and 3 hole punch

GNOMON COPY SERVICE
484 E.

San Carlos (between 10th & 11th Sts.)
San Jose
287-7550

ElootersF dLook Afor Team
t usF

c.,

Litort

riav

1111
55 rite;’

.
When
.:111111V, Vi het her
it’s at ho;:
ping pot,g or six,
cer, you don’t want to change
any aspect of your game. Why
mess with a good thing?
That’s just how Spartan sueeel coach Julie Menendez views
Friday night’s crucial clash with
the University of Safi Francisco
it Spartan Stadium. "We don’t
want to du anything differentkv
than what wc have bcen the last
couple weeks.’ the knowledgable
soccer mentor observed.
Since S.IS lost to the Dons,
4-3. in its own soccer invitational tourney, the Spartans have
riAkx1 to four straight conference WirtS over St. Maly’s, Santa
,’,1 and Stanford while
34 points and allowing
tis
The wins over the
Bears ;mil Indians were shutouts.
Menendez attributes his hooters exceptional play over the
perisx1 to performing as a team
good
while playing all-around
soccer, Outside-right Mani Herseason.
all
done
nandez, as he’s
lops Sport an sent ers over those
last four games with eight goals.
However eight other players have
scored during the wins.
Hamid Saedian has notched
five scores during the four-game
stretch, while Hadi Ghafouri, Vic

Koliczek

,tid Art Romswinckel
have chipped in with four goals
each.
Speaking of Romswinckel, the
5-10, 165 pound senior rates as
a potential All-American candidate off a solid yeat-long performance at his halfback slot.
All-Conference
Art, a 1968
pet former. does it all for the
Spartans, handling free kicks
and penalty kicks, scoring and
playing tremendous defense.
Defense will undoubtedly be
a key to Friday’s game when
L’SF’s high scoring forwards,
Alex Rohustoff and Hans FriesSen. test SJS’ Viguen Khachikian
at goalie and the Spartans’ inner
defenders.
The hilltoppers have an excellent defense of their own as their
four conference shutouts and
total of seven blankings for the
season well testify.
That defensively impressive
showing is in large part due to
goalie John Camacho. who played
excellently in the Dons’ win over
SJS in their first meeting.
The lAins, in accumulating a
9-0-2 record, have allowed only
eight points while scoring 56 for
an average of five per game.
USF’s ties were to British
Columbia, 1-1, and a somewhat
surprising 3-3 standoff with Chico
State. Non -conference wins came

SJS Frosh ’Knott’ Bad

iclp should be on the way for
the SJS varsity football team.
With Dale Knott and Joe Hicks
combining for seven touchdowns,
the Spartan frosh footballers
upped their season record to 3-1
win with an easy 46-14 triumph
over San Francisco State Friday
in Spartan Stadium.
Despite their lack of manpower
only 19 players were available
for the contest I the Spartababes
iimacI 32 points in the first

period and added 14 more in
second quarter before finally

the
let-

ting up.
Knott scored on three one-yard
cracks and a four-yard run while
Hicks scored on runs of 93, 17
and three yards.
Hicks wound up with 119 yards
in 13 carries while Knott ground
out 75 yards in 18 tries. Quarterback Gary Tomasso ran for a pair
of two-point conversions to finish
the s

over Menlo
ritt College
State 17-01
two against
Santa Clara

College 17-0s, Mer3-01, San Francis
with the reM3 ini ri_
the Spartans and
in the SJS

Friday’s winner will become
the West Coast Intercollegiate
Soccer C’onfel ence champion Ulu I
automatically qualify for th,
NCAA Western Regionals, No.
20-22.
However. the loser will moii.
than likely get the "at -large berth in the regionals. USF beat
Washington for the spot last
year, but was defeated by the 1
Air Force Academy in the first
round of the regionals.

K’s"OVER
20,003
TITh

Crean Nights
Monday they
Thursday
All Day Saturder
Lets of Free Parking

A MO SI’S

286-0930

330 S. 10th SAN JOSE

MATERIALS

.410:16417
BEST WAY TO START
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Tickets for Saturday’s Califor_
nia-SJS football game in Ilerkeli.
are on sale through Friday f,a
$1 at the Student Affairs Business office in the College Union.
Cal was upset by Oregon State
while the Spartans dropped a
21-3 decision to BYU.

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
plus fax
& license

$2009.00
01/41.1.1

286-8800
San Jose
1560 North First
THE HOME OF THE HUMBLE LOVE BUG

Student Headquarter for the fine -t in pipe.
and iiilhireo-

45 N. 1st ST.
297-0463
3 doors north of Penney’s

Until 9:00 P.M.

Vtin

Cal Tickets

Cre4t Pipe Chop

Open Tonight

FEDERAL CAREER
INFORMATION DAY
CAREER CONSULTANTS IN ALL
MAJOR OCCUPATIONAL FIELDS
WILL BE ON CAMPUS
9 A.M.-3 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12
To Discuss Career Employment
Opportunities in the
Federal Government

free

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Seventh St. 11-ea

leather
headbands

a boutique
261 E. William

Federal Agenr., Inten le, on (aIsIptis November 1721. Sign up at our 1.4)11ege I’larenient Office.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS

noralproduction’s
_
ow

LI

If you want to split
we’ll go along with you.
Kathy Nicholson
TWA’s Compus Repremontative

Kathy
iclioison, TWA’s campus representative ssiil pill it iti u riling. On a TWA Stu -

/lent Club t:ard that lets you fly all over
the continental I liked States at reduced
I ares on a stand -b basis.
And that’s not all we’ll do for you.
\ ell
f
ou an expert’s advice on
where to find any kind of fun and games
ou’re game for. And help von save a
bundle in the harg.ain.
Well even go all out to help organize a
group flight for you.

Add to this how happy our people will
make you, going all out to give great service.
And that’s what we call cheap at almost
half the price.
So call Kathy at 298-6600.

TWA
Our people make you happy
We make them happy

also wiritiollittris
eSantioseCivichlittrita
at Nov.15 start! 8:50
Abe:310
at

the

door

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS:
DISCOUNT RECORDS
VALLEY FAIR

WINE CELLAR
OLD TOWN, LOS GATOS

SAN JOSE STATE
RM. 235

COLLEGE UNION,

VILLAGE LIQUORS
LOS GATOS

J

SMART
VVednesda..%. No, .

Movie Review

Putney Swope Can Afford To Be Flawed
being a drawback, its imperfect
quality is highly imitable for this
brilliant, irreverent. coarse attack
on commercialism in America.
Surfacing from the underground, "Putney Swope" appears
to be a non-movie, totally different from what audiences are
accustomed to. Hollywood would
not touch it with a ten foot pole.
Briefly, the story concerns a
character named Putney Swope
(a Black man I who by a quirk
of fate retains control of a huge
advertising agency.

By SVALT FOsT
Fine Arts Editor
"Putney Swope" is a flawed
motii in picture. But rat her t han

SPEC!. IL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
present your stal: , ,s":5 card
MOVIE & STILL
* Cameras
* Supplies
* Projectors * Equipment

TRUTH AND SOUL

DEVELOPING - PRINTING

Swope fills the agency with
Black brothers and sisters, renames it Truth and Soul Inc., and
proceeds to produce a series of
TV ads never before seen in the
annals of Madison Avenue.
Like all good comedies nowadays, the humorous highlights
of "Putney Swope" can’t be

Can je4e
Camera Chop
245 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt and Courteous Service

LENNY’S
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
171 E. Santa Clara
(between 4th and 5th)
.

toy

where

rneeta

girl

.

.

printed in a "family" or college
newspaper.
Swope, who looks like Dick
Gregory and talks like a cement.
mixer, soon has dozens of prestigious clients clamoring for his
services. He steadfastly refrains
from advertising cigarettes, booze,
and war toys.
UNPRETENTIOUS
This is director Robert Downey’s first commercial movie.
Obviously, though, he hasn’t
toned it down just to make more
money by playing it safe.
"Putney Swope" is a "no-jive"
film, unpretentious and joyfully
disrespectful.
Hollywood occasionally takes
a calculated jab at society, carefully avoiding any injury to sacred cows. It’s incongruous, how-

ever. to see a multi -million dollar
commercial movie making fun of
the establishment, big business,
or its own profit -hungry brethren.
FLAWS
What about "Putney Swope’s"
tlaws. Most are unmistakeable.
Several of the jokes don’t go over.
The stor% doesn’t hold together’
it’s often confusing. The finish is
less than perfect. But who really
cares?
If you’re caught up in the noholds-barred, hit -below-the-belt
mood you won’t get upset when
"Putney Swope" slips on its ass
once in awhile. The fact that this
film takes a risk is commendable.
Humor doesn’t have to be packaged expensively or prettily to be
enjoyable. High quality vulgarity
can be funny.

LIVE MUSIC

The Blue Note is now featuring a Rock band on Friday
nights and a Jazz band on Wednesday nights. Wednesday is still "Pitcher Night." And we’ve got lots of
dancing area. So if you dig drinking beer and dancing,
come on over either Wednesday or Friday for a great
time.

THE BLUE NOTE

9

OHLONE COLLEGE PRESENTS

The (limn Gael Dancers arid
Singers, featuring popular and
classical music of Ireland and
Scotland. will appear at San Jose
State Morulay, Nov. 17 at 8:15
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The show. SIN HISOred by the
College Union Program Board, is
free to students. Tickets for faculty and staff are $1.50. general
admission is $2.50. They are avail able in the Student Affairs Business Office in the College Union,

oga

FREE PARKING at 28 S. 3rd St.
297-7184
72 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily 6:30 to 9:30

teirtitle.’WeWe’We’r,:.ortesfeettlieteter

Jet Charter Flights

NEW YORK

$$
$ LONDON

LV. DEC. 19
LV, DEC. 20

Led by

286-5487

For further info call:
Experimental College

Campbell

I’

kildress
Phone
’0,....w".",..wetw/erwetweoetWevettwose4

)traomatStaMlMstia00405:" ate

..arstacassmnsma

rock
,-ay hits, male

R

vocals, & more!

STA-PREST.
-0("it
3 1W-

P.M.

Vs.!’ . k’ffn.,...

al

FLARES ,
temporary

For Reservations Call the College Bookstore
(657-2100) or the Book Mark in the Hub
Shopping Center (793-7010)

CLASSTAL
AND POPEIAR

POLLING STONES
MAUR TNE PAST

EVERY LONDON, PARROT & PHASE 4 STEREO
ALBUM IN OUR HUGE INVEiVTORY REDUCED,

that’s the look

* TOM JONES, "Live in Lcs Vegas"
* ROLLING STONES, "Through the Past Darkly"
*MANTOVANI, "The World of Manta vani"
* JOHN MAYALL, "Looking Back"
*SAVOY BROWN, "A Step Further"
* TEN YEARS AFTER, "Ssssh"
* ZUBIN MEHTA, "Also Sprach Zarathustra"
* LORIN MAAZEL, "Don Quixote"

Of these swingin’
Flares, by Levi’s.
Good colors in

povOTS

$4.98 Values

t,
Sta-Prest fabrics, ’.

SANDWICH SHOP

"THE BARRINGTON"
RE -7670

BREAKFAST

radio butter alarm, continuous highlow

$100 (

k

WEDNESDAY:
Steak Fry, Baked
Potato. Salad, Garlic
Bread

*125

THURSDAY:
Fried Chicken, $100
Salad. Garlic
Bread

tone contiol.

8-TR/^..CP: IPLAYER
AM/FM STEREO RAD:0

I.

$100

995

DIGITAL CLOCK with AM/FM
8FC-69NA. Now with highlow tone control this deform
Digital FM AM Clock Radio is another first for Sony.
No hands, no face, no squinting. Large illuminated num
erals are easy to read; you tell the time instantlyminute
by minute. Once the time is set and once the auto button
is pressed the radio turns on automt;cally once a day
every day. For instant AM or FM listening, just press
the manual button. Smartly set in a rich walnut finished
hardwood that graces any decor. More features; cam
fortableestension pillow speaker for private listening,

Dinner 5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.
n10
MONDAY:

AK-NJ

treble controls.

d

Sandwiches
Specials
Salad bar

TUESDAY:

JS6NIC

and

Tuned RF stage for FM. FET
tuner. SolidState eng:lectitd.
Jocks for headphone and pincer.

LUNCH

Per
LP

cAlretry.
AM FM
FM s’
cd ictio in
Features iilumindted and tid. lc; Out" dial lace. Separate
6
speaker system- 12 Watts PIP.. Sliderule tuning.
"Stereo" indicator. Separate bass,

ironing.

48¢
53¢
38¢

Bacon & Eggs
Sausage & Eggs
Hot Cakes

59

Per
LP

never need

FRI:SUN. 6 a.m.-6 p.m.

$5.98 Values

99

the kind that

275 E. San Fernando
um RS: MON,THURS. 6 a.m.-I0 p.m.

1%. cis

arra.

Cool and con- "I

GENERAL ADMISSION $1.50

S10.00.$11.00 Sizes 28-36

KETTMANN’S

Z:=M
1Saluir

* The largest speaker cabinet in
price range
* Convenient stereo headphone
jack on front panel
* Built-in cross -over network for
hifidelity reproduction
* Solid state components for high
reliability

BY NOW AT

199 95
THIS LON PRICE

1530 E. SAN l’A CLARA BETWEEN 31st AND 33rd
OPEN 9:30 TO 6:30 --

9

frik

MIIIMIIMICARI

WI MOM

master charge

L

%
:
/

For Reservation Information Phone (415) 392-8513
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
(:lilareter
Nau
Flights
t 99 5 M arket St.. San Francisco 911113
Plett,e mail me information for Ill ltt

:--:..!es pap,

650 Washington Blvd.
Fremont

Mexican Dinner,
Salad. Garlic Bread

$249 z,

8-TRACK TAPES

Ohlone College
Theater

Spaghetti & Meat
Balls. Salad, Garlic
Bread

$135

REDUCED!
A HUGE SELEC PON

Nov. 14, 15, 16
21, 22, 23

Hamburgers
Fries
Chili Dogs

ROUND TRIP
RTN.
JAN. 3
RTN. JAN. 4

ROUND TRIP
LV. DEC. 19
RTN. JAN. 4
THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY. STAFF,
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY

& MEDITATION
Sri A. Alexandrou
70 Hawthorne Way

i’41.trupant

9cat 104:,;!

A DeligVlui Experience in
Chioese & American Cuisine
Eat Hore or Order Food to Go

tlue
OTE

354 E. Campbell Ave.

DEATH OF A SALESMAN

-

GRAND OPENING

Clann Gael Group
To Jig at SJS

ARTHUR MILLER’S

8

D.liT.Y-5
12 1469 l

11111111MICIPITZi7: , :=111111
IMRE
98 SOUTH THIRD ST.
MINN chap
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER e""ERICA"
\x,

W eilttr,i1:1.

1 fl-nPARTAN D.$11,Y

WHERE CAN YOU GET 10%
OFF ON REGULAR PRICES??

PAYLESS CLEANERS
751 E. Santa Clara

"Why cheddy Pay 1)fere
When 9 Can Pa1le44"

HAMBONES
FEATURING

The Omega Trio
Now Playing 6 Nights A Week
417 South First - Phone: 295-9300
FREE DELIVERY W:rHIN 1 MILE RADIUS

Spartaguide
TODAY
Tau Delta PIN, 7:30 p.m,. in
Manzanita Room, College Union.
All pledges must attend.
Spaniel, Club, 3:30 p.m., in
Almaden Room A&B. College
Union. Panel discussion by students who have studied abroad.
AIESPX7, 7 pm,
Almaden
Guest
Room, College Union.
speakers will be .1. F. Carr and
G. F. Doherty, both executives
Executive
from
International
Service Corps. Topic to be discussed is "International Application of American Management
Skills." All students and faculty
invited.
Spartan Shields, 6:30 p.m., Diablo 13, College Union. Speaker
Ron Barrett will discuss Shields’
new functions as Union’s official

Biology Professor
To Discuss Book
About Man’s Fate
Vita lienk, assistant pro-

III

fessor of biology, will discuss Gar.
rett Hardin’s "Nature and Man’s
Fate"

today

Unnunhurn

at

on

the

in

12:30

Room

third

the

level of the College Union.

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

Hardin’s book is a biologist’s
view of atomic radiation, political
inequality, economic competition.
defective inheritance and inner
and outer-directed men in terms
of what is now known about evolution and heredity.
"Nature and Man’s

AT LAST

which delineates the entire evo-

HOURS

time to the present, also surveys
man’s future in the light of re-

Fate,"

lutionary debate from Darwin’s

SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY 10 A.M.-I I P.M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 10 A.M.-12 MIDNIGHT

cently accepted

biological

laws

BIG BARNEY.

French Fries & Coke
. I,
11 you iliven
you don’t 10104 what ft...1 re
missing!Two dellcious hamburger
patties, cheese. lettuce. Pickle.
and our own special sauce on a
double.deck roll Try it with
French Fries and a Coke today.
Regular Price

Spartan ehinetie Club. 7:30
p.m.. Umunhum Room, College
t ’nu et. Ciente:al meeting.
Proureaxabar Asian American Con.
alitlon, 12:30 p.m.. to meet in Costanoan Room, College Union. Discussion of possibility of Asian
American Cultural Week.

Dee. 4 & 5
will again be on campus

to

interview for positions in:

Market!ng
Accounting
Electronic Data
Processing
Financial &
Economic Analysis
Sign up at Placement
Center today!

STANDARD OIL OF
CALIFORNIA
An Equal Opportunity Employer

555:Vati.s2=z;
1
e

$148

TOMORROW

FLIGHT 1

- Sold Out -

FLIGHT 2

Oakland-Mexico

Progrewase Asian Asisericall
Costanoan
Coalition,
4
P.m.
Room. College Union. Discussion
of Asian studies.

Mexico

RETURNS JAN

se.1.40,....40,.......f.t.......44410.,......14.
z,z.IET C’HAI?l’ERS
os

CONTACT
Prof. Mel Sager
(415) 567-8300

nal 332trug
Pt

How to begin
a career
without
playing
Corporate
Kindergarten.
You know the kindergarten
routine. Do nothing programs.
Years without real responsibili-

ty.
Not so

Tria

at Provident Mutual.
There’s independence here. A
successful insurance agent has
his own loyal clients. Makes his
own decisions concerning them.
And since he is successful, who’s
going to argue?

Get

VALL148LE

COUPON

Hi We’re New

BIG BARNEY TRIO
BIG BARNEY, french fries. and 15c drink all
for 49c with this coupon. LIMIT ONE TRIO
PER COUPON. One coupon per family at
one time. Clip and present to RED BARN at
250 E. Santa Clara St.
NAME
ADDRESS
Flu+ FzPIRES NOV. 13, 1969

r- -f

If 11 IT/ N’ .1 FREE DINNER
WITH THIS COUPON

hip to our
ternship Program.

Campus InFact:

22%

of this company’s top agents
began learning and earning
while still in college. Move fast
and as far as your talents will
take you. Stop by or phone our
campus office today.
Long and .Associates
675 N. 1st Suite 508
297-5707

ENT

PROV I

LIFE

MUTUAL
IMO U itN Ca

OF

IN

141

4

Vc

Calif.
OR WRITE

Travel Management
Box 9335
Berkeley, Calif.

Limited to students. faculty, staff and immediate family

ANNOUNCEMENTS (11
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs students and licensed pilots. Four aircraft,
dues.
’251 -7"5:;thoer"2h4)-8f488e4. I monthly
YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs.
eve. 7:30.9:30. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J.
286-5487 - by Sri A. Alexandrou.
GET - TOGETHER ORIENTALS GTO
JADES, Dance Franciscan. 1580 Hamilton
Ave. S.J.. Music by -Somethini Else,"
9.2. Saturday Nov. IS.
TURN ON FLASH
Menday Night 9 to 10
on KSJS. Channel 90.7
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS (For students, faculty and staff only)
(Roundtrip) Mar.
Leas AngelesLondon
29-June 16. II Weeks $255. June 15Sept. 22. 14 Weeks $295. June 21 -Aug.
21. 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8
Weeks $295. For application write or
call: LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave.
Culver City, 90230. 14081 286.6929
(2131 839.7591.
"BEDAZZLED" Friday Nov. 14th, Morris
7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
Doi,- 5_
ASIAN -AMERICANS; going to S.F.
March on 15th? Let’s get it together.
Call 286.2379 - Ask for Arty.

BSA 44Icc, 1968. Excellent condition.
only 1400 miles. Asking $650.00 Call Bob
or Bill Kaswen 298.7911.
’67 VW Bus - Double Bed - Coleman
Cooler. $1650 or best offer. 3 p.m:
8 p.m. 264-5129.
’61 ALFA VELOCE - new brakes, rebuilt enoine. Needs paint. Best offer.
286.5822 or 258.7434.
17 CONVERTIBLE Camaro, Top Good,
Engine Excellent, 327, Auto. $1800 or
offer. 354.4202 after 5 p.m., before 9

PIANO, Rembrant upright, good condition. $115. 259-4480.
MOUNTAIN LAND - 62 plus wooded
acres on dirt road in Santa Cruz Mn,,
east of Mt. Loma Prieta. $6,500 Terms.
244.5270 Tues. or Thurs.
SKI BOOTS - 1970 Lange form Flow
Brand New $105. Call Brian 287-0796.
This Boot retails for $120.
SKI BOOTS. Double. Men’s Excellent
hand made quality Roggs. Almost new.
Size I2l/2. Cost $75-Sell $25. 269-9613.
TUX - Like new. Size 38. $50. 294-2157.
BEARCRAFT Ski Rack (For Trunk) $15
Car Radio (Never used) arid speaker
$15. Call 2137-0158 ask for Steve.
NEW CASSETTE TAPE-RECORDERS.
ACDC. incl. 2 tapes, batteries, case,
microphone, earphone. etc. I yr. war.
marry. RETAIL $41.50, SALE $29.95. Call
287.4781. Ask for Ed.
PONY - Sly Gelri;ny twelve hands. 5
6 after 5.
/ears. 295
HELP WANTED 141
MALE-FEMALE. $3 per hour plus bonus
servicing customers in established territory. At least 15 hrs. to spare. Requirements: neat appearance and car. Call for
appointment. 264-0699. The Fuller Brush
Company.
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sample program full time, part time, steady
work. 4 good men wanted immediately.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
you learn. Transportation fm. Cell today. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
GIRLS - share your skills! Nearby Girl
Scout troops need YOUR help. Call
867-4287 anytime.
WOMEN: Temporary & part.tirne babysitters and housekeepers needed, Heath.
ariseAgency 296-3533 days
WE NEED HELP - Part time or Full,
Men, Women, Students $10041300/mo.
New menu!. co. has several positions.
NOTHING VENTURED, NOTHING
GAINED. Toed 967.4341.
"BEDAZZLED" Friday Nov. 14th, Mor s
Dailey. 50c. 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
FEMALE - Age 18.20 - Fa,
store keeper. 50.60 word
required. Hours flexible 2 n. ’ ’P r
campus.

’68 DUNE BUGGY. Gm. Metalflake EXTRAS. Sacrifice $550.00 259-6685
3-5 mi. on completely rebuilt
engine. Sunroof, good brakes, tires $650
244.8109.
1965 VW CAMPER Fully equipped, bed.
radio, refrig., cabinets, -NEW engine &
trans. Clean MUST SELL. 51.400 or best
offer. Call collect 14151 343-5007 after
HOUSING 151
6 p.m. ask for Mrs. Mountain.
’66 HONDA SPORT 90 - $150. Good,
trans.
293-3090.
dependable economic
HIGH RISE DORM CONTRACT FOR
"BEITATItib" Friday Nov. 14th, Morris SALE. Call Lee 287-3481, 50482.
Dailey. 50c. 7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
OSSA 17$ 850 miles. 1966 street model
$365 or reasonable offer. Call Dave at
287-0955.
’66 T.BIRD LANDAU. Perfect. Tudor.
Al- FII Power, 25,000 mi., warranty.
M
Sell. Best offer, 354.1724.
’63 TR SPITFIRE, New Engine, New
Cl
: Roll Bar, Many Extras.

WANT MALE ROOMMATES - for
&shed apt. 529 S. 10th *9. Drop E,
before 10:00 ens,and after 9-00 pr’
HOUSE needed for spring semester.
must be turn.. 3 bdrrn. or more, walking
distancejo_S_JS. 286-7797.
NEW 2 BDRM. APT, near campus. Carpet, all elec. kit., parking, laundry facili
ties. Avail. 11/15
286-4593. $150/mo.
.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
apt. with 2 others. $47.50/mo. 293.3138.
413 S. 7th St. #4.
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED To share 2
bdrm. apt. with 3 ethers. Furnished
$47.S0/mo. 780 S. 11th 297-8350. Apt.
=20. Very congenial atmosphere. Apt.
is filled with
_ _sills!
WANTED: Couple to share 3 bdrrn.
cabin. Woods, stream, quiet. Ideal for
vudents. 15 mi. from SJS. 269.0614.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: fa.
share 2 bdrrn. apt, with 3 other girls.
F,irn. $47.50 ’mo. 780 S. 11th, #19.
293.4277.
2 BEDROOM-unforn. apt. $120. Newly
painted, Extra storage. laundry facilities.
5 min. drive. 293.5995.
A MALE ROOMMATE for a 2 -bedroom
2 bath, AEK. $50/mo. 508 S. 11th, Call
Cal, 294-5590.
ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
immediately to share large 2 bdrm.
apt. $50/mo. 295-8223.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE - Unfurn. Large
lust painted, fireplace, yard 131 S. 15th
STUDENTS ONLY. $185/mo. 297.0369. _
MALE TO LIVE - 657 S. 6th, own room,
sh a re kitchen. $50/mo. incl. utilities
292-9763. Immediate occupancy.
WANTED MANAGER for15 unit apt.
No children or pets. Close to College.
Senior or post grad. preferred. Ref. required. Cell 344-0739 collect.
COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
child - OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm.
10 min. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
286-3795,
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED in 2
bdrir, apt. with pool n ea r Town &
Country. Ages 20-24. $37.50/mo 241.
2946.
MALE STUDENT. Private upstairs room
st, -me. Near college 293-2711,
- n
484 S. 13th St.
.
DORM CONTRACT AVAILABLE
Markham Hall
Contact Larry 325.7097
LARGE HOUSE IN MOUNTAINS 10
fom Downtown Saratoga. 3 Room.
n eta Wanted. 4 Bdrm. $90. 867-2750,
1 Dave.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
(from $7.501 Call for appointment. 2976522. Evelyn’s, 40 S. let St. Downtown.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11.6. Closed Mondays.
NEW FENDER BASS AMP.
ONLY $350
SHERMAN-CLAY - 89 S. lit St., S.J.
293.4840
MAM1YA-SEKOR Prismat. 35mm, f/I.9
camera: ultra -violet filter. Was $180 new.
Best offer. 293.9633, D.J.
SURFBOARD 10’ Haut Signature Model
Excellent condition. G r ea t for these
winter waves. $40 294.0902.
DRUMS - Ludwig Super Classic. 4 pc.
set incl. covers: 4 Zild, cym., perf. cond.
298-6348 or 269.6249.
SONY 530 Stereo Tape Recorder, 18
mos. old. Orig. cost $315. Best Offer.
Call daily after 5. 243-6733.
PSYCHEDELIC STROBES 170 - Color
Or.922.s,t 1j.tle rviorz76 _ _ ,s-,2ernando

T linos
4 linos
5th,..
6 lines

Add this
amount for
ehaocnha t add,
line

o

HATHA YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues.
eve. 7:30-9.30. 70 Hawthorne
TE,S.
.51
Way, S.J. 286.5487. Sri A. Alexandrou,
STUDIES ORPROBLEMS GOT- YOU
DOWN? Dial Peace of Mind 294-3333,
day or n-qht.
Remember the CLOTHES HORSE
BOUTIQUE has the clothes and accessories you need for every day and
special dates. Easy layaway plan. 242 S.
3rd between San Carlos & San Antonio.
TERM PAPER wanted on Pros & Cons
cf Capital Punishment. Call 298.2109,
286-3068_ evenings.
HARRY --W-1;r; you leave, who will
hold cafeteria 1007 Well miss you! Your
Stude ts.
SERVICES Ill
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Foe. Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581,
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jose,
258.4335 143 Bahama Way.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. CIA
Esche’s, 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fad,
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over 21.
Call George Campbell 244-9600.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
TUPPERWARE Home Parties. If you are
interested in having a party or being
a dealer, call Sandie. 734-0483.
YOU ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL!
Did you know themes no one like you
anywhere on earth? A HOROSCOPE
based on the positions of the sun, TOO&
and all the planets at the exact time
of your birth can tell you why. Send
personal data and $3.50 to COMPUTERCAST, P.O. Box 509 H, Halcyon.
Calif., 93420.
PROFESSIONAL photography for any
photo purpose. Reasonable rates. Call
Rich Ke:..o. 286-1139,
EXPERT DRESS MAKING and alteration. Student Rate, Call Mrs. Doris Lau,
22S 02-0.
TV’, FOR RENT - SPECIAL STUDENT
$9.00 per month. Call 377.2935.
"MEET your ideal match $2.00, Campus
i ; Servioe 296-3533."
’TRANSPORTATION (9)

To Place
an ad:
Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.

Send in

Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

"11-15 7ssi6r4e0

FOR MAXIMUM PRITCTION."

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minlmum
Three lines
One day

PERSONALS 17)

RIDE NEEDED: From San Jose to Moon.
ta
t.1 --nday and Wednesday 6:45
. cooperate, Call Perry 9619601.
JET CHARTERS for Christmas to New
York & Europe. round trip. No fee. Call
Prof. David Mage at 293.1033,
RIDERS NEEDED to share expenses to
Denver. Leave in 2 weeks Call 356-6052.

FOR SALE 13)
Where its fun to eat

City
City-Oakland

LEAVES DEC It

JAGUAR ’69 XKE Roadster. Excellent
,
:2’ 1.541 after 6 p.m.
MGA ’60 .od Condition. $700 or best
54 after 6 p.m.

0

Round Trip
DC -8 Jet

Spartan Daily Classifieds

AUTOMOTIVE 12/

Standard Oil of California

MEXICO CITY CHRISTMAS
ate Studies Dept. All interested
students may attend
Phrateres International, 4 p.m.,
Calaveras Room. College Union.

Circle K, 12:30 p.m, Costanoan
Room. College Union. All men
students interested in service to
1 flights from West CoastZ.
$245 to 325 r.t.
the llimmunity and college are -‘
$
$140 to 225 ow.
invited.
$
55
Chicano Political Meeting, 4 0
a‘
et.
Nlexiean-Arrinrican Gracht- s’t
0.1.-1,..0,4r:$.0$10Y-W.:letWA

governing this destiny.

CAREER DAYS
A COMPLETE MEAL
ONLY 490

hosts and give tour of College
Inion.

November 12, 19+1,1

...00Ore...COGC.C.C.00/DOOOGODOOOOOOOCoOCCrOC.00Ce

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

(count
One day

Two days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50-

.50

.50

Three days

Four days

Five days

2.25
2.75
3.25

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50__
-3.00
ESO
-4:00

-LIU
.50

.50

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed is $
Phone

City

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
0 Personals
Announcornenu (1) 0 Help Wanted (4)

0 Automotive (2)
ID For Sole (3)

.50

0 14outIO1 (S)
0 Lett and Found (6)

(7)
0 Swims (8)
0 Transportation (9)

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days alter pleclne for ad to appear.
IM11=

